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Introduction 

Over the last 100 years, the Far East salmon stocks have been characterized by substantial long-term 

variability (Fig. 1).  The period of their high abundance in the 1920s–1940s was followed by depression of the 

stocks in the 1960s and the 1970s.  The new rise of abundance and biomass of Far East salmons began in the 1980s, 

and in 2009 the total Russian catch reached its maximum of 540,000 metric tons.  The data for 1910–1971 in Fig. 1 

was taken from Klyashtorin and Smirnov (1992).  They took into account the Japanese catches in Russian waters.  

The catch statistics for 1972–2017 is available online from the NPAFC website (www.npafc.org).  Mean monthly 

sea surface temperature (SST) values were taken from the ERSST v3b dataset, available online at 

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd (Smith et al. 2008). 

Fig. 1.  Dynamics of total Far East salmon catch in 

1911–2015.  Vertical lines show periods of growth 

and high level of the salmon stocks. 

Fig. 2.  Trend component of mean annual SSTA in the 

North Pacific (1911–2015) corresponding to EOF2 PC 

(14%) of the anomaly field.  Vertical lines show periods of 

sharp increase in SST. 

Long-term changes in the Far East salmon stocks 

The periods of growth and high levels of Far East salmon stocks in 1916–1945 and 1982–2013 coincided with 

a tendency toward a sharp increase in SST in the North Pacific (Fig. 2).  This Figure demonstrates the trend 

component of mean annual SST in the North Pacific from 20°N to 65°N and corresponds to EOF2 PC of the SST 

anomaly field, explaining 14% of its total variance.  It should be noted, however, that climatic reasons of the sharp 

increase in surface temperature for these two periods were different. 

Fig. 3.  Correlation patterns between total Far East salmon catches and mean winter (I–IV) SSTA in the North 

Pacific for periods 1916–1945 (a) and 1982–2013 (b). 
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Fig. 3 shows the correlation patterns between the total catches of Far East salmons and mean winter (I-IV) 

SST anomalies (SSTA) in the North Pacific for two periods of high salmon production—1916–1945 and 1982–

2013.  As seen in Fig. 3a, the growth of salmon stocks in 1916–1945 was associated with surface warming in the 

eastern ocean which spread westward along the Aleutian Islands to the Kamchatka coast and the eastern Sea of 

Okhotsk, thus covering all habitat areas of salmons during their marine period of life.  The warming in the eastern 

North Pacific is a characteristic feature of the positive Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) phase.  In fact, this period 

was characterized by the development of the positive PDO phase, with its establishment in the early 1920s and 

ending in 1945. 

In contrast, the second period of growth of the Far East salmon stocks (1982–2013) coincided with a sharp 

warming in the western and central ocean (Fig. 3b).  This warming was a result of the establishment of a new 

climatic regime in the North Pacific in the late 1980s that was accompanied by the shift of a “center of gravity” of 

climatic variability from the eastern ocean to its western part.  This warming was related to the developmental 

character of upstream climatic processes in the Atlantic—Eurasian sector of the Northern Hemisphere.  

 
Fig. 4.  Linear trend values (°С/year) of mean annual SST in the North Pacific for periods with high Far East salmon stock state. 

 

The obtained results are confirmed by the distribution of linear trend values of mean annual SST in the North 

Pacific for two periods under consideration (Fig. 4).  The comparison of the main spatial features in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 

shows their great similarity.  Thus, both periods of increase in the Far East salmon stocks over the last 100 years 

were closely related to the pronounced strengthening of the tendency toward warming of surface waters in the North 

Pacific.  However, the climatic mechanisms of the warming, and correspondingly, areas of its maximum 

manifestation were different.  

 

 
Fig. 5.  Difference of SSTA in May–June between 1946–1981 and 1916–1945. 
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The relationship of Far East salmons during the period of decrease in their stocks (1946–1981) with SSTA is 

not so simple.  First of all, it should be noted that after a peak in 1945, the mean level of temperature anomaly 

variations associated with PC2 (trend component) lowered but remained positive over most of the period from 1946 

to 1981, being indicative of continuing warming, though not so intensive.  The weak negative values of PC2 were 

noted only in the second half of the 1970s.  As seen from Fig. 5, the period of 1946–1981 was even warmer as a 

whole than the 1916–1945 period.  Thus, it may be supposed that growth of the Far East salmon stocks both in the 

first half of the 20th century and in the late 1980s was not associated with the absolute values of SST but with strong 

warming trends. 

 
Fig. 6.  The North Pacific SSTA and salmon periods: SSTA in the NP (0-65°N, 110–260°E) smoothed by 121-

month filter (a); detrended SSTA with salmon periods, including projection of next growth of Far East salmon 

stock (b). 

 

When analyzing the North Pacific SSTA with the pronounced warming trend, it is clearly seen that during 

some multidecadal periods, the anomalies are above the trend line, and they are below the trend line during other 

multidecadal periods (Fig. 6a).  These multidecadal variations have a period of roughly 60 years but warming and 

cooling periods vary in length and magnitude.  The warmer and colder phases of a multi-decadal cycle are expressed 

much better after removing the linear trend (Fig. 6b).  It is not surprising that periods of high salmon abundance in 

the 20th and early 21st centuries began on ascending branches of multi-decadal cycles and continued till they reach 

their maxima.  Continuing the 60-year cycle into the future allows us to project the beginning of the next salmon 

period around 2040. 

 

Recent climatic variations in the North Pacific 

However, one question still remains–whether the present salmon period has already ended or not.  The 

climatic regime established in the North Pacific in the late 1980s favored the growth of the Far East salmon stocks.  

This situation continued till 2011.  Yet in 2007–2011 the distribution of mean winter SSTA in the North Pacific 

corresponded well to the correlation pattern between salmon catches and winter SST anomalies (Figs. 7a, b).  

However, the characteristic feature of a thermal regime in the Northwest Pacific during the next two years 

(2012–2013) was associated with the development of negative SSTA over the vast aquatory which covered the 

eastern Okhotsk Sea and areas east of Kamchatka. (Fig. 7c).  The negative temperature anomalies remained not only 

until the end of spring season but sometimes they continued through the first two ten-day periods of June.  The 

following summer months were characterized by intensive seasonal surface warming with positive SSTA exceeded 

3–4°C (Fig. 7d).  These intra-annual changes in the thermal regime created the unfavorable conditions both for 

survival and development of salmon juveniles at their early marine life stage and for adult fish approaching the 

coastal zone for spawning. 

The sharp warming of surface waters in the Northeast Pacific (the Blob) in January 2014, started to affect the 

Bering Sea aquatory in spring and resulted in substantial increase in SST in the eastern Sea of Okhotsk and Kuril 

Islands area in late summer 2014 (Fig. 8). 

In the late spring—early summer of 2015–2016 the thermal conditions in the Bering Sea did not differ 

essentially from the conditions in 2014 and were determined by anomalous surface warming in the Northeast 

Pacific.  This warming was augmented by strong El Nino event of 2015–2016.  This created favorable conditions for 

the development of juveniles of East Kamchatka pink, chum, and sockeye salmons. 
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Fig. 7.  Some features of temperature field in the North Pacific in 2007–2013. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  SSTA patterns in the North Pacific in January–April (a), May (b) and July–October (c), 2014. 

 

Conclusion 

1. As a whole, during the last 10 years, there were very considerable variations in catch volumes of main Far 

East pink salmon stocks.  After the peak catch of East Kamchatka stock of 182,000 metric tons in 2011 and West 

Kamchatka stock of 165,000 metric tons in 2012, their catches decreased substantially, respectively to 37,000 metric 

tons in 2013 and 8,200 metric tons in 2014.  In 2015, the East Kamchatka pink salmon catch rose again more than 

two times, up to 89,000 metric tons, and the catch of West Kamchatka pink salmon in 2016 increased nine times.  
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Moreover, in 2016 there was a sharp increase in catch of even-year generation of East Kamchatka pink salmon.  

During 2011–2015 there was a 4-fold decrease in odd-year generations of pink salmon off the East Sakhalin.   

2. These wide variations in pink salmon catches, and in a broader context, in their stocks were associated with 

the above-mentioned changes in climatic conditions, which reflected the intensifying short-term variability in the NP 

climate.  It may be supposed that the occurrence of short-term “heat” and “cold” waves will increase during the next 

decades.  This will make difficult to project the state and catches of Far East salmons. 
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